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Some important ideas in big data processing:
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• Declarative programming languages to manipulate and transform data
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Implicit Sequences

An implicit sequence is a representation of sequential data that does not explicitly 
store each element

Example: The built-in range class represents consecutive integers

• The range is represented by two values: start and end

• The length and elements are computed on demand

• Constant space for arbitrarily long sequences

(Demo)
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A.Bind <name> to that element in the first frame of the current environment
B.Execute the <suite>

When executing a for statement, __iter__ returns an iterator and __next__ provides each item:

>>> counts = [1, 2, 3] 
>>> for item in counts: 
        print(item) 
1 
2 
3

>>> counts = [1, 2, 3] 
>>> items = counts.__iter__() 
>>> try: 
        while True: 
            item = items.__next__() 
            print(item) 
    except StopIteration: 
        pass # Do nothing 
1 
2 
3
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